Plates Plus
platform factsheet
What is the Plates Plus platform?
The Plates Plus platform is the more convenient way
to get your licence. It features:
a three-part learning course
a new and improved driver knowledge test,
unlocked once the course has been completed.
The Plates Plus platform improves learner driver
education and gives new drivers a safer start to their
time on the road.

Better preparation
The Plates Plus course gives novice drivers more knowledge
and better preparation for their:
• driver knowledge test
• P1 assessment
• solo driving.

Improved technology
User experience and learning is improved through:
3D graphics
in-car perspectives

How is it better?

day and night driving situations

Convenience

weather effects

The Plates Plus course and driver knowledge test
can be completed:

Tasmanian inspired scenery and locations.

at any time

Learning at their own pace

on a computer, phone or tablet

We all learn differently. The Plates Plus course allows users to:

in any location with internet access or mobile
data reception.

• pick up where they left off
• go at their own speed.

Fewer visits to Service Tasmania
Getting to a Service Tasmania shop during business hours
can be difficult, especially without a licence.
Under the old system, one in every four people attempting
the driver knowledge test failed twice or more before
passing. This meant at least three visits to a Service
Tasmania shop.
The Plates Plus platform requires only one visit to Service
Tasmania to get your learner licence:
apply online to access the Plates Plus platform
complete the course and driver knowledge test
online, on any device, at any time
once passed, visit Service Tasmania to complete
your learner licence application.

www.platesplus.tas.gov.au
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Safety
Road trauma is the second leading cause of death for
young people in Tasmania.
Young drivers are at greatest risk of a crash in their
first year of driving solo.
The Plates Plus platform ensures new drivers build
an in-depth understanding of the road rules, why
they are in place and safe driving behaviour.

Beyond the road rules
Plates Plus builds knowledge and understanding
of safe driving behaviour by looking at:
• the “Fatal 5” driving behaviours
• Tasmania’s road trauma statistics
• the devastating human impact of road trauma.
This concludes with a commitment to better driving values.

